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Abstract. The results of Hα and [NII]λ6583 observa-
tions of spiral galaxy NGC 1084 at the 6m telescope,
with Fabry-Perot interferometer are presented. The com-
plex structure of the emission lines proles has revealed
in the vicinity of the system of giant starformation re-
gions (\spur") in the NE part of the galaxy. In this re-
gion Hα line often has two distinct components, with line-
of-sight velocities dierences about (100 − 150) kms−1.
First component corresponded to normal circular rotation.
We proposed explanation for secondary velocity compo-
nent as a result of non-circular motions of the ionized gas
at the fronts of the shock wave. The increasing of the
Hα/[NII] ratio conrm shock wave origin of these features.
Possible interpretations of this phenomena are discussed.
Key words: galaxies: individual: NGC 1084 { galaxies:
ISM { galaxies: kinematics and dynamics
1. Introduction
Velocity eld of interstellar gas in spiral galaxies is not
only a good indicator of mass distribution and structural
properties of their disks, but also reveals perturbations
of diuse matter, related to local sources of energy. Non-
circular motions of gas can locally trigger an active star
formation, and, in turn, may be a result of collective action
of massive young stars, arising within a short time interval.
Actually, a model of circular gas motion in a disk of
any galaxy is no more than the rst approximation to
real kinematic picture. Apart from the evident cases of
tidal forces or active nuclear region (which will not be
considered here), responsible for peculiar gas motions, the
most common reason of deviation from circular motion
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is the presence of spiral density wave or a bar. In these
cases non-circular velocity components demonstrates well
ordered systematic character, related to the optically ob-
served structure.
However in some galaxies local velocity perturbations
exceeding 30 − 50 kms−1 were discovered, which cover
large regions from some hundred pc up to 1 − 2 kpc by
size. The good examples are two regions observed in M
101 in HI line (van der Hulst & Sancisi 1988), which have
peculiar velocity component reaching 150 kms−1, giant HI
supershells expanding with velocities of 25− 45 kms−1 in
NGC 4631 ( Rand & van der Hulst 1993), NGC 1313 (Ry-
der et al. 1995) and IC 2574 (Walter et al. 1998). A typical
kinetic energy of perturbed gas motions in these cases is
about 1053−1054 ergs, and their connection with the sites
of star formation is rather evident. Although in dierent
galaxies the nature of local velocity peculiarities may be
not the same, there are two competing ways to explain it:
local bursts of star formation (stellar winds, explosions of
supernova or hypernova), and the accretion of intergalac-
tic gas clouds or dwarf gas-rich galaxies (see references
and discussion in Rand & van der Hulst 1993).
In this paper we describe the discovery of an extended
region of unusually strong non-circular motion of gas in
spiral galaxy NGC 1084 from optical observations in Hα
and [NII] emission lines.
NGC 1084 is a late-type spiral galaxy classied as
SA(s)c in the Reference catalog of bright galaxies (RC3).
The distance to this galaxy, accepted in this paper, is 18.5
Mpc (H0 = 75 kms−1Mpc−1). At a rst glance, NGC
1084 is normal galaxy with mildly inclined disc, having
a regular two-armed grand design spiral structure, with-
out close optical companions or any morphological pecu-
liarities. The rotation of gas in this galaxy was measured
more than once. Burbidge et al. (1963) had obtained three
long-slit spectra in the spectral region near Hα, making
two cuts along the major axis and one cut along the minor
axis. However an accuracy of their measurements was low
enough, and the obtained velocity curve was very unreli-
able.
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Kyazumov (1981) had published his long-slit study of
NGC 1084. The line-of-sight velocity distributions, ob-
tained in his work, had much less point-to-point scatter
than those of Burbidge et al. (1963), but the shape of the
rotation curve still looked uncertain, although the maxi-
mum of the rotation velocity of about 130 − 140 kms−1
was conrmed later by Afanasiev et al. (1988) .
They used long-slit spectrograph with a digital detec-
tor (IPCS 512  512) attached to the 6m telescope. Ro-
tation curve of the ionized gas obtained in this work was
characterized by a higher accuracy than previous ones. In
particular, it was found that the velocity curve reaches
its maximum very close to the center { at the radius of
R  10 − 1500. Two long-slit cross-sections { along the
major axis and under 30 to it { demonstrated flat veloc-
ity distributions up to 5000 from the center. Besides that,
higher spatial resolution enabled them to detect some non-
circular phenomena:
Firstly, in the central region, R < 500 , a discrepancy of
velocities measured by Hα and by the forbidden emission
lines ([NII] and [SII]) was found. The authors had inter-
preted it as a possible signature result of the existence of
two dierently rotating systems of gas, where non-circular
velocities, attributed to forbidden lines, were caused by
low-contrast nuclear minibar.
Secondly, at PA = 4 an extended region at 4000 to
the north from the center was localized which showed a
negative excess of line-of-sight velocity up to 30 kms−1
by amplitude. No explanation of this peculiarity was pro-
posed.
In this paper the new observations of NGC 1084 with
Fabry-Perot Interferometer at the 6m telescope are de-
scribed. The main objection of the observations was the
study of the velocity eld of ionized gas, including regular
gas velocity perturbations in the galaxy as a whole. How-
ever in this paper we will focused on the description of the
results of investigation of strong non-circular gas motions
in the northern part of this galaxy, which may present a
special interest. The analysis of gas motions in the spiral
structure will be given elsewhere.
2. Observation and data reduction
Two-dimensional velocity eld of NGC 1084 was obtained
in 1995, October, 26, at the 6m reflector of SAO RAS. The
scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) was installed
inside of the pupil plane of a focal reducer attached to the
f/4 prime focus of the telescope. An intensied photon
counting system (IPCS) was used as a detector. The main
observational parameters are given in table 1.
Observational data were converted into a cube of 32
images. A spectrum of neon lamp was used for phase
calibration. The reduction of the observational data was
done by the standard method, using the software ADHOC,
developed at Marseille Observatory (Boulesteix 1993). It
includes a phase map construction (wavelength calibra-
Table 1. FPI observations parameters.
Number of pixels 256 256 (after binning 2 2)
Pixel size 0.0092
Galaxy Hα wavelength λg = 6594 A˚
Etalon interference order 501 at 6563A˚
Free spectral range 13.41A˚(602 km s−1 at λg)
Number of spectral channels 32
Channel size 0.41A˚(18.8 kms−1 at λg)
Exposure time for each channel 225 s
Total exposure time 7200 s
Seeing 200
tion), spatial and spectral smoothing, and subtraction of
the night sky emission. A spatial resolution of our data
after smoothing became 3.005, and a spectral resolution
was close to 50 kms−1. The uncertainty of the velocity
measurements depends mostly on calibration errors about
10 kms−1.
After the reduction, the velocity map and monochro-
matic Hα and red continuum images of the galaxy were
constructed. An order separating lter with FWHM 
26 Awas used, centered at 6603A, which is close to the
redshifted galactic emission line Hα. The lter bandpass
cover the nitrogen emission line [NII]λ6583. This line got
into the interfringe of the etalon - very close to the next
order Hα line. Usually this situation complicates data pro-
cessing and interpretation, but in our case a proximity of
Hα and [NII] interference rings was purposely used to com-
pare gas kinematics in two emission lines from the same
observational data set.
3. Gas kinematic properties
Fig. 1a. shows the Hα image of the galaxy which was con-
structed from our Fabry-Perot data. All spectral chan-
nels from range 150 kms−1 (8 channels) by the channel
with maximal intensity of this line were summarized in
each pixel for obtained this image. Non-circular compo-
nent of Hα has amplitude of relative velocities more than
100 kms−1 only in regions where its intensity is negligi-
ble in comparison with main Hα component (see below).
Therefore velocity range 150 kms−1 is optimal for mea-
suring of the total flux. Instrumental’s Hα flux was cali-
brated from the integral flux of Hα+[NII] of NGC 1084,
given by Kennicutt & Kent (1983) and assuming the ratio
LHα+[NII]/LHα = 1.5.
Fig. 1b. shows the image of NGC 1084 in optical
Cousins I-lter. This optical image was obtained at the
1m Zeiss reflector of SAO RAS.
Note that the spiral structure, well seen on the wide
band image, can hardly be traced in Hα. In the NE part
of the galaxy a chain of HII region attracts the attention;
its shape of badly matches the shape of spiral arms. This
structure, which we call a \spur", is enveloped in Fig. 1. by
a dash contour. It begins near the bright HII region and
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Fig. 1. Direct images of the NGC 1084. The dash contour shows the “spur” region (see text). a(left) - Hα image from FPI-data.
White crosses marks the SN 1996an and SN 1998dl location. The rectangular region corresponding to the field which is displaying
at the figure 3 and figure 4. b(right) - I-band image obtained at the 1m telescope.
extends nearly perpendicular to the spiral arm. A total
Hα luminosity of the marked spur reaches 15 − 20 % of
the integral luminosity LHα of the galaxy.
The mean velocity curve, used as the reference curve
of circular rotation, was obtained from the velocity mea-
surements all over the galaxy, by applying the custom de-
veloped software, which realizes the algorithm described
by Begeman (1989) for the model of pure circular rota-
tion. In rst step we found the dynamical center position
and mean value for systemic velocity VSY S . In second step
these parameters were xed, position angle of the kinemat-
ical major axis PA and inclination i were estimated into
tilt-rings with 300 width. Fig. 2. show the radial dependen-
cies for rotation velocities VROT (Fig. 2a.), for PA (Fig.
2b.) and for disk inclination i (Fig. 2c.). For R > 6500 ve-
locity data available only for small emission \island" on
the WE (see Fig. 1a.) and for this region we accepted mean
values for i and PA. The resulting mean disc parameters
( i = 57o, PA = 34o, Vsys = 1435 kms−1) are in good
agreement with those found by Afanasiev et al. (1988).
The disc orientation parameters kept xed at their
mean values and rotation curve was extracted from Hα
velocity eld ( Fig. 2a.), this gure shows that circular ro-
tation velocity is approximately constant and hasn’t any
peculiarities for radiuses R = 40− 9000.
In the main part of galaxy proles of Hα and [NII]
emission lines has very symmetrical, gauss-like shape
(without central region R < 15−2000 where bar-like struc-
ture may be located). But in the \spur" region emission
proles are dier from usual picture.
The analysis has revealed a strong distortion of the
line proles in the region of \spur". In many points of this
region Hα proles split into two components: a \normal"
component, which is close to the expected one from the
circular rotation velocity eld, and an \abnormal" compo-
nent, shifted by (50 − 150) kms−1. To study this pecu-
liarity in detail, we binned 22 our data cube, so the size
of the enlarged pixel became 1.0084. Double-horned proles
of the spectral lines were tted by two gaussians, corre-
sponding to the \normal" and \abnormal" velocity com-
ponents.
To get more detailed information on the velocity eld,
we used both Hα and [NII]λ6583 emission lines. In some
regions of the spur the latter appears to be strongly en-
hanced, becoming comparable with the Hα line by its in-
tensity.
Fig. 3. reproduce the enlarged Hα-image of the \spur"
, where dierent regions are marked by letters A { H.
Typical line proles Hα and [NII]λ6583 are also shown for
every region on Fig. 3i. and Fig. 3j. Vertical arrows in each
proles corresponded to the velocity of circular rotation.
The analysis has shown that the regions, containing
abnormal velocity components, have a complex shape and
located mainly between the bright HII regions of \spur",
avoiding the sites of active star formation. Although the
brightness of emission lines beyond HII regions is rather
low, the observed anomalies are not the result of bad accu-
racy of measurements. As an illustration, Fig. 3j. demon-
strates quite normal line proles obtained for the low
brightness region. In their turn, giant HII regions possess
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Fig. 2. Analysis of the velocity field of ionized gas in circular
approximation: rotation curve (a), position angle of the major
axis (b) and the disk inclination (c). Dashed lines indicate the
mean values of the orientation parameters
quite normal line proles (see Fig. 3i.), and their velocities
correspond to the expected ones for pure rotation.
To obtain the eld of residual velocities in a given re-
gion of a galaxy, the simulated 2D line-of-sight velocity
eld, corresponding to the mean rotation curve (Fig. 2a.),
was subtracted from the observed velocity eld.
A map of residual velocities overlapped on the
isophotes of Hα image is shown in Fig. 4 { separately
for \normal" and \abnormal" components. It shows that
local velocities of the \normal" components are not per-
turbed by HII regions. They are in good agreement with
the pure rotation, and hence are related to non-disturbed
gas. Note however that the dispersion of residual veloci-
ties is about 20 kms−1, which exceeds the observational
errors, and probably reflects the velocity perturbation by
a density wave. On the contrary, velocities of the \abnor-
mal" components dier from circular velocities by about
100 kms−1, and, as it was mentioned above, they are ob-
served mostly between the bright HII regions.
Kinematic and photometric parameters of the regions,
marked in Fig. 3., are given in Table 2.
The rst column is the table, attributed to a given re-
gion, in accordance with Fig. 3. Columns (2) { (3) give
the mean velocity residuals (observed minus circular ve-
locities) for \normal" (V n) and \abnormal" (V a) veloc-
ity components, measured from Hα proles. Column (4)
gives the residual velocities found from [NII]λ6583 pro-
les, columns (5) and (6) are the intensity ratios of [NII]
to Hα emission lines, and ratios of \normal" to \abnor-
mal" Hα components. The errors of a mean in columns
(2)-(6) were obtained by the intensity-weighted averag-
ing of values over the whole region. The next column (7)
gives total Hα luminosity (in 1039 erg s−1 units) of the re-
gion. Line intensities were not corrected for the internal
absorption. The correction will increase LHα , but may not
change the intensity ratios.
Table 2. Residual velocities and line ratios for different regions
of the “spur”.





(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
A −6 97 12 1.56 1.17 1.28
3 4 2 0.09 0.33
B 3 108 16 0.63 0.28 1.21
2 6 2 0.03 0.04
C 7 100 31 1.12 0.69 0.67
3 7 3 0.05 0.30
D 7 144 18 0.67 0.12 0.25
3 8 1 0.07 0.03
E −7 101 17 0.61 0.19 1.93
1 4 5 0.03 0.02
F −1 −108 14 0.50 0.35 1.78
2 3 6 0.02 0.03
G −1 122 54 0.87 0.18 0.63
3 5 8 0.06 0.03
H —- — −15 4.7 —- 0.27
4 2
As it follows from Table 2, the \abnormal" component
is especially strong on the periphery of the \spur" (regions
A and D). We also observe the largest relative intensity
of the nitrogen line there: [NII]λ6583 in these regions is
comparable with Hα and sometimes overwhelms it by the
intensity (see Fig. 3a and 3c.).
It is worth noting that some uncertainty of estimates
of line ratios may take place due to continuum subtract-
ing, complicated by overlapping of two orders of inter-
ference. In addition, the transparency of the interference
lter is dierent for [NII]λ6583 and Hα lines, and the vari-
ation of velocities of these components may also change
their observed relative intensity. But it can’t aect the re-
sults signicantly, because within the same region the ob-
served velocity range of any component usually does not
exceed 50 kms−1. Note also that independent measure-
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Fig. 3. Hα image of the “spur” and examples emission lines profiles from other regions (see text for detail). In each spectra
the x-axis scaled in kms−1, y-axis is a intensity in relative units . The arrow in each profile corresponding to the value of mean
velocity of circular rotation. “Normal” and “abnormal” components of Hα marked as “n” and “a”, [NII]λ6583 line marked as
“[NII]”. At top of spectra sign velocity of the “abnormal” component of Hα (if it present in current region).
.
ments of the line intensity ratios in gigantic HII region of
the \spur", carried out at the same telescope with the long
slit spectrograph UAGS (A.N. Burenkov, private commu-
nication), gave [NII]λ6583/Hα  0.31  0.03, which is in
good agreement with the our same measurements in this
HII-region.
In the Region B, lying between A and C, and in the Re-
gion D, which captures the extension of bright HII region,
[NII] intensity is relatively low ([NII]λ6583/Hα  0.5),
and non- circular component is seen only as the asymme-
try of the Hα prole. In the Region E, which extends over
about 2 kpc between two HII regions, relative intensity of
\abnormal" component is also low, being less than 20% of
the normal one. Non-circular motion of gas reveals itself
as the enhanced \red" wing of Hα. A similar asymmetry
is typical for [NII] proles in this region. In the Region
G, neighboring to E, the intensity of [NII] becomes com-
parable to Hα. Non-circular component of Hα is poorly
seen (Fig. 3g.), but the [NII] line is redshifted at least at
50 kms−1 with respect to Hα. The situation is dierent in
the isolated Region F, lying at the inner side of the \spur".
A relative intensity of NII is normal there, but Hα line pos-
sesses a bright blue shifted non-circular component. Note,
that this is the very region, where the negative relative
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velocity excess was found earlier by Afanasiev et al.(1988)
from the long-slit observations of Hα, using lower spectral
resolution.
Finally, the Region H, lying at the continuation of the
\spur", diers from the other regions by an unusually weak
Hα line ([NII]λ6583/Hα  5 2) and by the absence of a
noticeable non-circular component.
In summary, a general character of residual velocity
distribution is rather complex. From Table 2 it follows,
that the \normally" rotating gas does not show systemic
dierence (within 7 − 10 kms−1) from the line-of-sight
component of circular rotation. The \abnormal" compo-
nent of Hα is strongly redshifted everywhere but the iso-
lated region F , where residuals have the same order of
magnitude, but are negative. Velocity proles of [NII], un-
like Hα, demonstrate only one component, with the excep-
tion of the region E, where there is a hint that some pro-
les are double-horned. The velocities, measured from the
[NII] proles, exceed those obtained from the \normal"
Hα prole components, at 10 − 50 kms−1 in all regions
with the exception of the Region H, where the sign of dif-
ference is opposite. Finally, the residual velocities, found
from the \abnormal" Hα components and from the [NII]
lines, have the same sign in all regions but F, which gives
evidence that these velocity anomalies are caused by the
same phenomenon.
4. Discussion
As it was shown in the previous Section, there exist at
least two dierent systems of emitting gas in the \spur"
of NGC 1084. One of the gaseous system demonstrates
nearly circular rotation, but the velocities of the other
one dier at about 100 kms−1 from those expected in
the case of non-perturbed rotation, and in most of the
regions the dierence has a positive sign.
A common explanation of double-peaked emission lines
in star-forming galaxies, namely, an expanding superbub-
ble, is inapplicable in this particular case because regions
with anomaly velocities has unusual disposition on the
sky-plane. If the spiral arms are trailing then SE-half of
galaxy disk is nearest for observer. In this case the region
of redshifting \abnormal" velocities lie at the nearest side
and blueshifting region lie at the distant side of the disk.
This disposition are corresponding for non-expanding, but
shrinking superbuble. That is very incredible.
Nowadays we haven’t measuring of the sound velocity
in the gas clouds in \spur" but if it lies near the mean
value for ISM in outer disk regions of the spiral galax-
ies (solar neighbourhood as example) than sound velocity
will be about 10 − 15 kms−1. In this case the velocity
of perturbed motion exceeds strongly the sound velocity
in a neutral hydrogen, so the observed enhancement of
the [NII] emission line and lower velocity dierences mea-
sured from the [NII] proles may naturally be explained
if to accept that the strong [NII] emission line is emit-
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Fig. 4. Residual velocities in “spur” after subtraction pure
circular rotation, a(left) – for “normal” Hα component and
b(right) – for “abnormal” component. Hα contour is overlap-
ping on these maps.
ted by shock-excited gas slowed down by collisions with
non-perturbed medium.
It is clear that such fast-moving gas cannot be retained
by the galactic plane and must ll 3D volume with some
lling factor, so there should be dierent velocities of gas
along the line of sight. It accounts for a complex shape of
emission-line proles within a pixel of 200 (about 200 pc)
size. So it is not surprising that the residual velocity eld
is very confused being projected onto the galactic plane.
Bright HII regions, evidently connected with the massive
clouds of gas, have quite normal velocities. However the
perturbed component, if it exists, may be hidden there by
the bright background.
Meantime there may be at least two possibilities to
explain the observed velocity peculiarities.
The rst possibility which seems to be the most
promising is the infall of o-disk gas cloud(s) (intergalac-
tic clouds or those expelled from the disk earlier) onto the
galactic disk. Massive starforming clouds in the disk are
too heavy to be pushed by gas flow, so their velocities
remain circular, as we observe them, although the inter-
action with falling gas may trigger star formation there.
Note that similar events at smaller scales are known
in our Galaxy, where High-velocity clouds (HVCs) were
observed far from the galactic plane a long time ago. Their
infall onto the galactic disk has been conrmed by the
detection of X-ray emission from heated gas spots (Kerp
et al. 1994; Kerp et al. 1999 ). The gas o the galactic
planes has been also noticed in external spiral galaxies,
for example in NGC 891 ( Swaters et al. 1997).
Reason to HVCs explanation is a strange and con-
tradictory measuring of the currently starformation rate
(SFR) in the NGC 1084. From one hand a rough estimate
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of SFR may be found from the intensity of Hα. Total flux
of Hα emission, obtained from the data of Kennicutt &
Kent (1983) for LHα = LHα+[NII]/1.5, leads to the esti-
mate LHα = 4.5  1041 erg s−1 (absorption AHα was ac-
cepted to be 1m). The model dependence between LHα
and SFR (Kennicutt 1983) gives SFR  4M year−1 for
the stellar mass interval 0.1 − 100 M. This value is a
normal or mildly enhanced for usual late-type galaxies. A
\spur" luminosity fraction is about of 18% from total Hα
flux, and corresponding SFR  0.8M year−1 into \spur"
region.
But from other hand, SFR may be more intensive in
the galaxy. For example, there were three supernova de-
tected in this galaxy during the last 40 years. These are
SN 1963P , SN 1996an and SN 1998dl. Last two of them
ar Type II supernova (Nakano 1996; Fillipenko 1998),
which connected with recent starformation. Positions for
both SN II are marked by white crosses in Fig. 1a. So it
can’t be excluded that the observed o-disk gas may be
thronged out during short and intensive burst of starfor-
mation which took place in this region of the galaxy in
the nearest past.
The second possibility is the interaction with a gas-
rich dwarf galaxy, accompanied by tidal disruption or even
merging. It is worth mentioning that at the opposite side
of the galaxy, in R  7000 to the south from the nucleus,
there is a small \island" of Hα emission (Fig. 1a.). It does
not distinguish itself dynamically, but the radio map of
non-thermal continuum at 1.49 GHz obtained at the VLA
(Condon 1987 ) shows that a long radiotail begins here
which connects NGC 1084 to another radiosource at 3.05
(about two optical diameters) from the galaxy. We don’t
have a neutral-hydrogen map at 21 cm for NGC 1084,
so we cannot state that this radiotail contains some gas
blown out. But the whole conguration resembles a tidal
tail which is usually thought to develop at the side of
a galaxy opposite to that colliding with another galaxy.
It enables us to propose a gas flow twisted around the
northern half of NGC 1084 in the course of accretion; if
the initial rotation momentum of this gas is nearly orthog-
onal to the rotation momentum of NGC 1084, the gaseous
flow can look like a kind of o-center polar ring. This hy-
pothesis may explain easily the dierent signs of velocity
anomalies at the north-western and south-eastern ends of
the \spur": we see the receding and approaching parts of
the rotating "polar ring". Of course, this conguration is
short-lived, because all the gas must fall towards the cen-
ter of the galaxy in some 108 years. But this time is not
too short to prevent a detection of an unique event during
a rare phase of interaction.
To clarify the possible mechanisms responsible for the
peculiar velocity eld of the \spur", the high-resolution
observations of neutral and molecular gas distributions in
this region and two-dimensional spectral investigations in
various forbidden optical emission lines are necessary.
5. Conclusions
The 2D velocity eld of NGC 1084, obtained with the
scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer, which was tuned at
the redshifted Hα and [NII]λ6583 emission lines, has re-
vealed an extended region in the NE part of the galaxy
where two kinematically distinct gas systems are present.
The rst system is related to normally rotating gas,
whereas the second one reveals the line-of-sight velocities
diered by (100 − 150) kms−1. It lls the amorphous
region of 1 − 2 kpc in size, avoiding the bright HII re-
gions. The fast-moving gas is mostly characterized by the
enhanced [NII]λ6583 emission which gives evidence for
a strong shock wave. Possible explanations of this phe-
nomenon may be the infall of extraplanar high-velocity
gas clouds or the tidal disruption and gas accretion from
another galaxy, moving in the plane, nearly orthogonal to
the disk plane of NGC 1084.
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